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Abstract 
Loebl, M., Unprovable combinatorial statements, Discrete Mathematics 108 (1992) 333-342. 
We present a unified approach to combinatorial proofs of unprovability of FRT*, finite 
miniaturizations of Kruskal’s theorem, Hercules versus Hydra game and Goodstein sequences. 
1. Introduction 
It took more than 30 years from the publication of GGdel’s theorem [3] till a 
first more natural statements unprovable in finite set theory (or equivalently in 
Peano Arithmetic) appeared. One breakthrough toward such ‘infinite com- 
binatorial’ statements was done by Wainer [13] who proved that if a recursive 
function F grows sufficiently rapid to infinity then the statement ‘F is total’ (total 
means everwhere defined) cannot be proved in FST. This gives a beautiful 
intuitive understanding of unprovability. The first mathematically interesting 
unprovable statement, a modification of the finite Ramsey theorem (FRT*), is 
due to Harrington and Paris [5]. They used logical arguments to obtain the 
unprovability proof. Ketonen and Solovay [6] were perhaps the first who 
successfully used Wainer’s theorem: they have shown a sufficiently large lower 
bound to a function associated with FRT*, thus given an alternative proof to the 
result of Harrington and Paris. The same method was then applied to Goodstein 
sequences and Hercules versus Hydra game [7, 11, and to finite miniaturization of 
Kruskal’s theorem [2]. 
By the time several contributions developing the lower bound method 
appeared. The aim of this paper is to unify them: we show that the unprovability 
of all statements mentioned above follows elementarily from the simple Basic 
Lemma of the next section. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We need only basic properties of ordinals and their arithmetic. Let c0 denote 
the first ordinal (Y with w n = (Y. Explicitly, 
Any ordinal (Y < .sO has a unique representation-Cantor normal form-by 
(~=u~ln~+*..+w‘%,, where cu>(~,>..*>a;, and rti,. . . , n, are positive 
integers. An ordinal (Y is a successor if (Y = j3 + 1, otherwise (Y is a limit. To each 
limit (Y a fundamental sequence cu, < (Ye < (y;? < * * . with supremum (Y is assigned 
as follows: let o! = nlwal + - - . + n,oe be the Cantor normal form of cr. For each 
x 2 0, if cu, = /? + 1 then 
a; = o@‘n, +. . . + oa’(nl - 1) + oB(x + l), 
and if &t is a limit then 
(Ye = f.xnlnl +. . . + oa’(n, - 1) + OX. 
Thus for example, to w is assigned the fundamental sequence 1,2,3, . . . . 
Among the hierarchies of fast growing functions we have chosen the Hardy 
hierarchy : 
Z&(m) = n, 
&+l(m) = &Cm + 11, 
H,(m) = H,(m) if (Y is a limit. 
Theorem (Wainer [13]). Let F be a recursive function. Then the statement ‘F is 
everywhere computable (total)’ may be proved in finite set theory if and only if F is 
majorized by some H,, (Y < Ed,. 
It is useful to define a predecessor also for limit ordinal numbers. Let ((u, p) be 
a pair such that o is an ordinal number and p is an integer. Then we define a 
predecessor (a, p)’ of ((u, p) by 
((u, p)’ = ((Y - 1, p + 1) if LY is a successor, 
(wP)+=@pP+l) if a is a limit. 
Now fix a pair ((Y, p) and consider the system ((Y, p), (a, p)‘, 
((a, p)‘)‘, . . . > (a, PI’ . . -j+, where iterating the operation ( )’ is continued 
until reaching zero. Denote such system by L,(p) and by l,(p) the number of its 
terms. 
It is easy to see for every LY that p <q implies l,(p) <l,(q). The following 
lemma which bounds la(p) will be repeatedly used. 
Basic Lemma. l,(p) > H,(p) -p. 
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Fig. 1. 
Proof. We proceed by transfinite induction on LY: Obviously, for every natural 
number IZ, I,(p) is the length of the sequence (n, p), (n - 1, p + l), . . . , 
(0, p + n). Thus I,(p) = n + 1 > H,(p) -p = n. In the induction step we have 
either 
I,+,(p) = 1+ l&p + 1) > 1+ &(P + 1) -P - 1 
= KY+,(P) -Pi 
or (in a limit case) 
f,(p) = 1 + l,(p + 1) ’ 1+ H,(P + 1) -P - 1 
>&&,(P) -P =fL(p) -P. 0 
We close this section by associating a finite rooted tree with each ordinal 
number less than Q,. Let (Y < Ed. Then a free T, is defined by induction as shown 
in Fig. 1. 
We remark that for a given finite rooted tree T there exists a unique ordinal 
(Y< co such that T = T,. This may be shown by a decoding procedure (see Kirby 
and Paris [7]): Given a rooted finite tree T, define to each of its vertices a code 
recursively as follows: 
(1) All end-vertices get 0. 
(2) Let u be a vertex such that all its sons already have codes (Y, < (Ye S. . . s 
(y,. Then the code of v is equal to ua’ + om2 + . . . + oLy”. 
Now let (Y be the code of the root of T. Then it is easy to see that T = T,. We 
will also write (Y = a(T). 
3. Hercules versus Hydra 
The battle between Hercules and Hydra is perhaps the most beautiful 
unprovable result. It was introduced by Kirby and Paris. The battle may be 
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described as follows: At the beginning, Hydra is a rooted finite tree and it is 
modified by moves of Hercules and selfprotecting moves of Hydra to other rooted 
finite trees. The heads of a rooted tree are all end-vertices. The predecessor of a 
head v is the vertex of the unique path from v to the root, which has distance 2 
from v. The throat of a head u is the subtree formed by the predecessor of u, 
father of u, and all successors of the father of Y different from u, see Fig. 2. 
Now the moves may be described as follows: In his nth move (n is an integer) 
Hercules deletes a head of Hydra. On return, Hydra grows n new replicas of the 
throat of a head, which was deleted. Hercules and Hydra alternate moves. 
Hercules wins if after a finite number of moves Hydra has no heads, i.e., if it is 
reduced to the root. Otherwise Hydra wins. An example of a battle is depicted in 
Fig. 3. 
Theorem (Paris, Kirby [7]). H ercules always wins, no matter how he plays. 
Proof. Let T, and T2 be two subsequent stages of Hydra, G following T,. Apply 
to them the decomposition procedure defined in Section 1. It is easy to see that 
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the code of TI is strictly bigger than the code of T2. Thus each battle defines a 
sequence of strictly decreasing ordinals and hence is finite. 0 
In each tree, we specify one head (we call it maxhead) as follows: 
(1) If the tree has just one head, take it as maxhead. 
(2) Let w be the nearest vertex to the root with more than one son. Let n be a 
son of w with minimal code. Then the maxhead of the tree is equal to the 
maxhead of its subtree formed by all successors of U. 
Further we say that Hercules proceeds by strategy MAX, if he always deletes 
the maxhead. We remark that MAX can be visualized as follows: suppose that 
the trees appearing during a battle are put on the paper so that the new copies of 
a throat are the rightmost subtrees. Then MAX says: ‘always delete the rightmost 
head’. Clearly MAX is a recursive strategy. 
Lemma (Loebl [9], M isercque [12]). The strategy MAX provides the longest 
battles. 
Proof. This follows by induction on the code of the initial tree. 0 
Now we show that the MAX strategy is very long. Let T be a tree and p be an 
integer. We denote by (T, p)” the tree obtained from T by deleting its maxhead 
and by adding p new copies of the throat of the maxhead. Hence if T is the pth 
stage of a battle, (T, p)” is the (p + 1)th stage. 
Lemma. (a(T), p)’ = (4(T, pjH], p + 1). 
Proof. This follows easily by induction on a(T). Cl 
Corollary (Kirby, Paris [7]). The statement ‘every recursive strategy of Hercules is 
winning’ cannot be proved in finite set theory. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the above Lemma, from the Basic Lemma 
and from Wainer’s theorem. Cl 
4. Goodstein sequences 
Let u be an integer and let n be a number such that 
a <(n + l).‘++‘)}n + 1. 
Then the complete base n + 1 form of a is the ‘standard’ expression of a by means 
of number operations +, -, exponent, and numbers =%r + 1. It will be denoted by 
CBF,+i(a). The Goodstein sequence starting with a is the sequence of numbers 
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ao, al, * f * , defined as follows: let n be the least number such that 
.(n+l) 
a <(n + l)@+‘). 
> n + 1. 
Put a, = a - 1, and for k 2 1, let ak be obtained from CBFn+k+l(uk) by replacing 
each (n + k + 1) by (n + k + 2) and then subtracting 1. The sequence terminates 
when it reaches 0. 
Let 
a < (n + l)~++l))n + 1. 
Denote by cu(u, n + 1) the ordinal number obtained from CBF,+,(u) by replacing 
each (n + 1) by w. 
Lemma. Let a be an integer and let n be the least integer such that 
a < (n + l).‘.(“+l)}n + 1. 
Let uo, al, . . . be the Goodstein sequence starting with a. Then for each k 2 0, 
(a(&, n + k + l), n + k)+ = ((Y(uk+l, n + k + 2), n + k + 1). 
Proof. This follows easily from the definition. 0 
Theorem (Kirby and Paris [7] and Cichon [l]). The statement ‘Each Goodstein 
sequence is finite’ cannot be proved in finite set theory. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the Basic Lemma and from the above 
lemma. El 
We remark that the proof of the above Theoerm presented here is due to 
Cichon [ 11. 
5. Finite miniaturizations of Kruskal’s theorem 
Let Tl and T2 be trees. T, is called a minor of T2 if Tl may be obtained from a 
subtree of T2 by contraction of some edges. If T, and T2 are rooted trees, T, is 
called a rooted minor of T2 if T, may be obtained from a rooted subtree of T2 (i.e., 
a subtree rooted in the root of T2) by contraction of some edges. 
Theorem (Kruskal [B]). Let q, T2, . . . be an infinite sequence of trees. Then there 
exist two indices i <j such that T is a minor of I;. 
Lemma (Loebl, MatouSek [lo]). Let (Y > p. Then T, is not a rooted minor of T,. 
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Proof. This follows easily, as both operations of taking rooted subtrees and 
contraction decrease the code of a tree. q 
This means that the systems L,(p) define very long sequences of uncomparable 
trees: Let a = a1, a2, . . . be ordinals appearing in the pairs of L,(p). Let Fe, be 
obtained from Ta, by adding a path of length ]Ta] to its root. Now let i <j be two 
indices. As a;- > CX~, by lemma we have that T, is not a rooted minor of Ta, and 
one easily observes that pm, is not a minor of Fa,. 
Hence let us denote by S(f(i, k)) the statement ‘There exists n(k) such that for 
each sequence of trees T,, T2, . . . , TnCkj satisfying ]7;] <f(i, k) there exist two 
indices l,j, I < j, such that q is a minor of q’. 
Corollary. The statement ‘VkS(k . i!)’ cannot be proved in finite set theory. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the above construction and the Basic 
Lemma. 0 
Remark. Friedman [2] proved that the statement ‘VkS(k + i)’ cannot be proved 
in finite set theory. The construction described above was improved by gadgets 
(see Loebl, MatouSek [lo]) to show that also the statement ‘VkS(k + 4 log i)' 
cannot be proved in finite set theory. This is almost best possible, as on the other 
hand the statement ‘VkS(k + 4 log i)’ may already be proved by finite means. 
6. Ramsey theorem 
Perhaps the most famous unprovable combinatorial statement is the following 
form of the finite Ramsey theorem. It is due to Harrington and Paris. 
Theorem (Harrington and Paris [S]). The following statement cannot be proved in 
finite set theory: ‘For every choice of positive integers p, k, n there exists an integer 
N with the following property: If the set [n, NIP of all p-element subsets of the set 
{n, n + 1, . . . , N} is coloured by k colours then there exists a homogeneous subset 
Y such that I Y ( 2 min Y’. (A set Y is called homogeneous if the set [YIP is coloured 
by one colour only.) 
The unprovable statement in the above theorem is sometimes denoted by 
FRT* or ‘N% (n)P,‘. 
The original proof of the theorem relied on techniques of mathematical logic. 
A combinatorial proof was then presented by Ketonen and Solovay [6]. The 
approach we show here is based on still another shorter proof by Loebl and 
NeSetEl [ll]. 
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Let (Y be an ordinal less than .sg. Let (Y = w(+‘n, + . . . + wnfn, be the Cantor 
normal form of cr. For i = 1, . . . , t we put S,(a) = o”ni, s;(a) = ni, s’((Y) = fx;. If 
w.-}h - 1 s (y < w-}h 
then LY is said to have height h(a) = h. We also define the rank of a(r(a)) 
inductively as follows: 
r(a) = (Y if (Y is an integer; 
r(a) = max{n,, . . . , nl, t, r(a,), . . . , r(Ly,)} if 1y has form as above. 
Let (a, p) be a pair such that (Y is an ordinal and p an integer. We say that ((Y, p) 
is a good couple if p > r( (u) + h(a). A system of pairs (a, p) is said to be good if 
each pair is a good couple. We also adjust slightly the definition of predecessors 
of ordinals. For a good couple ((u, p) we define ((u, p)* = (a - 1, p + 1) if LY is a 
successor, (a, p)* = (c+~(,), p + 1) if a is a limit. Observe that ((u, p)* is again a 
good couple. Further denote by L:(p) the good system obtained from a good 
couple (a, p) by iterating the operation ( )*. Let I:(p) denote the number of 
terms of L:(p). The following lemma may be proved in the same way as the 
Basic Lemma. 
Basic Lemma. * C(P) > K(P) -P. 
A good system where all ordinals have height sh is called a good system of 
height 6h. (An example is e.g., LGh_,(p), where yn = ,..--}n.) Let S be a good 
system with elements (/3,, q,), . . . , (&, qX). We call S right x-tuple if the ordinals 
Bi?...,PX are pairwise distinct and pi > /3, iff qi <q,. A colouring of all right 
x-tuples of a good system S by y colours is called x, y Paris colouring if there is no 
subsystem S’ of S, S’ = (PI, q,), . . . , (pm, q,J with the properties: 
(i) all x-tuples in S’ are right and monochromatic, 
(ii) m >min{q,, . . . , qm}. 
Lemma (Loebl, NeSetPil [ll]). Let S be a good system of height ch, h 2 2. Then 
there exists an h + 1, y Paris colouring of S, where y s 3Ch+‘)2+‘. 
Proof. Let (Y > p be two ordinals. We put A(a, B) = min{i; $(cu) #S,(p)}. For a 
given m-tuple /I, > p2 > . . . > /3,,, of ordinals, m 2 3, we define the shift vector 
v=(v1,. . .) v,_J as follows. If A(&+,, /3i+2)< A#$, pi+,) then vi = 7’. If 
A = A(Pi+l, Pi+*) 2 A(Bi, &+I) = A’, and s&$+l) <Sd’(Pi) then vi = ?. 
Otherwise we put vi = I. We will define an h + 1, y Paris colouring by induction 
on h. For h = 2 we assign to every triple (p,, &, p3) its shift vector (vl) of length 
1. In the induction step let (p,, ql), . . . , (/&+*, qh+2) be a right (h + 2)-tuple, 
B, ‘. . . ’ B/l+2 Let v, be the shift vector corresponding to 
(!%, ql), . . . , (bh+b qh+l) and V2 be the shift vector corresponding to 
(P2, q2), . . . J (Ph+2, qh+2). We shall then assign to (PI, qd, . . . , (Ph+2, qh+2) the 
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colour (vi, v2) with the exception of the following situation: If vi = u2 = 
(11. - - I) then the colour assigned to (/Ii, qI), . . . , (Bh+*, qh+J is equal to the 
colour (known by the induction assumption) of the h + 1 tuple 
(61, tl), * * * > (bh+l, th+l ) defined as follows: ti = qi - 1, bi = sA’(pi) where Ai = 
A(/%, B;+I). Th is colouring is guaranteed by the induction assumption as it is easy 
to check that all (Si, ti) are good couples thus forming a good system of height 
Gh - 1. It follows from t~i = n2 that (a,, ti), . . . , (a,,,, fh+l) is a right (h + l)- 
tuple. q 
This lemma simply implies unprovability of FRT*. 
Corollary. For every h 2 2 it holds that 
r*(h + 1, 3(hc1)2+1, 2h + 1) 3 H . ..jh(2h + 1) - 2h - 1, w.’ 
where r*(p, k, n) = min{N; N% (nE}. 
Proof. Put explicitly 
“:/}h (P) = (a1r PI), . . . J (% PN). 
Observe that pi+1 =pi + 1 and that 
N=H 
0.‘ 
.*0},(P) -P. 
Putx=h+landy=3 @+lj2+l. By the Lemma there exists an X, y Paris colouring 
Of 
Lo..?},(P). 
This colouring induces a colouring of the set of all x-tuples in the set 
{PI,. . . , N}. Thus r*(h + 1, y, pJ > N. 0 
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